
Test Your Skills

A union job steward needs to inform members about grievances.
Look at this section about grievances from the Job Steward Handbook.

What does it mean to “work now grieve later”?

List two situations when it is important to actually stop work.

A worker responds to a situation by stopping work. To avoid being
discharged (fired) what does the worker need to show?

Which type of grievance can cost the union money when the company
loses money?

Purchasing clerks look in catalogues for information about tools
and supplies.
Look at the page about drills.

What drill would you use for stainless steel?

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Self Assessment 2 Reading Text  Level Two and Three

A Self Assessment is only an informal assessment of your skills. Please read Important Information About Your Score.



Test Your Skills

Self Assessment 2 Reading Text Two and Three
Task 1, 2, 3 and 4
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From the Job Steward’s Handbook
Grievances  — Work Now Grieve Later
A legal requirement, which is written into the Federal Labour Code and all of
the Provincial Labour Codes, is that during the term of a collective agreement,
the union and the employer must resolve their differences without stopping
work. Although this may seem to be unfair to employees because the fastest
way to settling a disagreement is to “ shut the job down”, in the long term both
the company and the workers will benefit from the elimination of repeated
disruptions of work. The basic rule, therefore, becomes:

WORK NOW, GRIEVE LATER

This means that the employee should follow orders from his employer, even
though he believes that such orders violate the collective agreement, and then
take his argument through the grievance procedure and, if necessary, to
arbitration.

There are two exceptions to this ‘Work Now, Grieve Later’ rule. These have to
do with situations where continuing work could have serious consequences for
the employee; consequences that he might not be able to overcome later or even
with a successful grievance. These exceptions are:

1. Illegal Order - the employer cannot require any employee to commit an
illegal act.

2. Safety  & Health - the employer cannot require an employee to obey an
order which puts him in danger of injury or creates a hazard.

When a employee takes it upon himself to break the ‘Work Now, Grieve Later’
rule, the chances are that he may be disciplined or discharged by the company.
If he files a grievance, the onus will be on him to show that he was “justified”.
He need not show that the work was, in fact, unsafe, or that the order was, in
fact, illegal. However he will have to show that he had an honest belief that this
was so, and this belief must be one that could be reasonably held in the
circumstances in which he found himself. Unfortunately though, it is not as
easy as it sounds to prove this honest belief.
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Self Assessment 2 Reading Text Two and Three
Task 1, 2, 3 and 4
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There are five basic types of grievance.
They are:

1. Individual grievance - the most common type. It is a complaint by an
individual that the employer has violated his rights under the collective
agreement.

2. Group grievance - this is a complaint by a group of employees that the
employer has violated their rights all in the same way and at the same time,
e.g. the company changes the starting time for the day shift.

3. Policy grievance - complaint by the Union that the employer has violated
the agreement in a way that could affect all of the employees. The most
common policy grievances have to do with threats to the integrity of the
bargaining unit such as contracting out or supervisors doing bargaining unit
work.

4. Union grievance - a complaint that involves some dispute directly between
the two parties to the collective agreement. For example, the union would
grieve on its own behalf if the company failed to deduct union dues as
required by the agreement.

5. Management grievance - a complaint by the employer that the union and/
or the employees have violated the agreement. The most common one
arises out of wildcat strikes where the company complains that the union
had a hand in the strikes. These grievances have been successful in
collecting damages for losses caused by the strike.
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Self Assessment 2 Reading Text Two and Three
Task 5

CARBIDE TIPPED DRILLSCARBIDE TIPPED DRILLSCARBIDE TIPPED DRILLSCARBIDE TIPPED DRILLSCARBIDE TIPPED DRILLS

CARBIDE TIPPED DIE DRILLS
List No. 760 Straight Shank
High speed carbide tipped steel, 118 CAM relieved point, bright
finish. Material applications: tool steel, alloyed steel, tough
alloys.

STRAIGHT SHANK CARBIDE
TWIST DRILLS
List No. 225 Solid Carbide

Metal Removal MASTER produce true, accurate and smooth holes.
MASTER Twist Drills are unparalleled performers when run in precision
equipment with accurate set-up.  Material applications: Non-ferrous alloys,
cast iron, plastics, aluminum, highly abrasive materials.
Available in:

• Letter sizes A to Z.
• Metric 1.00mm - 12.00mm also available.

Decimal Flute Overall
Cat. No. Size Equivalent Length  Length
GNF225-0070-00 1/64'’ .0156" 1/4" 11/4"
GNF225-0130-00 1/32" .0312" 5/16" 11/4"
GNF225-0195-00 3/64" .0496" 3/4" 11/2"
GNF225-0215-00 1/16" .0625" 3/4" 11/2"
GNF225-0280-00 3/32 .0938 1" 2"

GNF225-0315-00 7/64" .1094" 11/4" 21/4"
GNF225-0345-00 1/8" .1250" 11/4" 21/4"
GNF225-0365-00 9/16" .1406" 13/8" 21/2"
GNF225-0425-00 11/64" .1719" 15/8" 23/4"
GNF225-0455-00 3/16" .1875 15/8" 23/4"

GNF225-0490-00 13/64" .2031" 13/4" 3"
GNF225-0515-00 7/32" .2188" 13/4" 3"
GNF225-0535-00 15/64" .2344" 2" 31/4"
GNF225-0555-00 1/4" .2500" 2" 31/4"
GNF225-0575-00 17/64" .2656" 21/8" 31/2"

GNF225-0600-00 9/32" .2812" 2 1/8" 31/2"
GNF225-0615-00 19/64" .2969" 2 3/8" 3 3/4"
GNF225-0625-00 5/16" .3125" 2 3/8" 3 3/4"
GNF225-0640-00 21/64" .3281" 21/2" 4"
GNF225-0655-00 11/32" .3438" 21/2" 4"

GNF225-0670-00 23/64" .3594" 21/2" 4"
GNF225-0680-00 3/8" .3750" 23/4" 41/4"
GNF225-0695-00 25/64" .3906" 27/8" 41/2"
GNF225-0710-00 13/32" .4062" 27/8" 41/2"
GNF225-0720-00 27/64" .4219" 27/8" 41/2"

GNF225-0725-00 7/16" .4375" 27/8" 41/2"
GNF225-0730-00 29/64" .4531" 3" 43/4"
GNF225-0735-00 15/32" .4688" 3" 43/4"
GNF225-0740-00 31/64" .4844" 3" 43/4"
GNF225-0745-00 1/2" .5000" 3" 43/4"

Available in:
•Fractional sizes 1/16" to 3/4" in 1/32" increments

STRAIGHT SHANK CARBIDETWIST DRILLS
List No. 240 Solid Carbide

Metal Removal MASTER permit very close size and location, usually
eliminating a reaming operation. MASTER Spiral Drills are tough and rigid,
engineered with a precision modified end point that facilitates easy
workpiece penetration. This reduces torque, minimizes thermal build-up and
produces a tight, double curl chip for excellent chip flow. Material
applications: Work hardening and gummy materials, titanium, inconel, cast
iron, stainless steel.
Also available in:

• Letter sizes A to Z.
• Metric 1.00 mm - 12.00 mm.

Decimal Flute Overall
Cat. No. Size Equivalent Length  Length
GNF240-00215 1/16'’ .0625" 5/8" 11/4"
GNF240-00245 5/64" .0781" 11/16" 11/2"
GNF240-00280 3/32" .0938" 3/4" 13/4“
GNF240-00315 7/64" .1094" 3/16" 13/4“
GNF240-00345 1/8" .1250" 7/8" 13/4“

GNF240-00365 9/64" .1406" 15/16" 2"
GNF240-00425 11/64" .1719" 11/16” 21/2"
GNF240-00490 13/64" .2031" 13/16” 21/2"
GNF240-00515 7/32" .2188" 11/4" 23/4“
GNF240-00535 15/64" .2344" 15/16" 23/4“

GNF240-00555 1/4" .2500" 13/8“ 27/8”
GNF240-00575 17/64" .2656" 17/16" 215/16”
GNF240-00600 9/32" .2812" 11/2" 3”
GNF240-00615 19/64" .2969" 19/16" 31/16”
GNF240-00625 5/16" .3125" 15/8“ 31/8”

GNF240-00640 21/64" .3281" 111/16" 33/16”
GNF240-00655 11/32" .3438" 111/16" 33/16”
GNF240-00670 23/64" .3594" 13/4“ 31/4"
GNF240-00680 3/8" .3750" 113/16" 35/16”
GNF240-00710 13/32" .4062" 115/16" 35/8”

GNF240-00720 27/64" .4219" 2" 31/2"
GNF240-00725 7/16" .4375" 21/16" 37/16”
GNF240-00735 15/32" .4688" 21/8" 35/8”
GNF240-00740 31/64" .4844" 23/16" 311/16”
GNF240-00745 1/2" .5000" 21/4" 33/4”

GNF240-00765 9/16" .5625" 21/2" 4”
GNF240-00785 5/8" .6250" 23/4“ 41/4"
GNF240-00825 3/4" .7500" 31/8“ 5

SOLID CARBIDE DRILLSSOLID CARBIDE DRILLSSOLID CARBIDE DRILLSSOLID CARBIDE DRILLSSOLID CARBIDE DRILLS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR NEAREST ACKLANDS-GRAINGER LOCATION.
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